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Abstract 
 
This article deals with Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of “symbolic” or “soft” violencein Margaret 
Drabble’s latest novel, The Pure Gold Baby (2013).  The novel is about a young anthropologist 
student, who becomes pregnant whilst in a relationship with her married professor. Her 
promising academic career and dreams of being a field anthropologist and of returning to 
Africa are put to one side and she becomes a desk-bound anthropologist in north London while 
caring for her daughter, the “pure gold baby” of the title, who suffers from serious 
developmental problems. The article reflects the importance of the ambiguity of narration in 
the novel in which soft violence is practiced by the author, the narrator, the protagonist, the 
educational and religious institutions, as well as through the class structure. It shows a 
complex and interrelated thematic and theoretical strands, discussing the novelist as 
anthropologist, narration as controlling authorial act, the shift from victimhood to 
perpetration of violence in the exploration of gender, education and sexuality.It explores the 
soft violence of racism and colonial exploitation and domination. 
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Narrative as Soft Violence in Margaret Drabble’s 
The Pure Gold Baby 

In this article, I will discuss the concept of “soft” violence in Margaret Drabble’s latest novel, 
The Pure Gold Baby (2013). I found the theory of symbolic violence, by the French sociologist, 
anthropologist and philosopher, Pierre Bourdieu, to be a very suitable framework to apply to the 
novel.The Pure Gold Baby is about a young anthropology student, Jessica Speight, whose promising 
academic career and dreams of living in Africa are curtailed because of an affair with her married 
professor which turns her into a single mother. Jess becomes, as we are told in the novel, “an 
armchair, study-bound, library-dependent anthropologist” while caring for her daughter, Anna, the 
“pure gold baby” of the title, who suffers from serious developmental problems.1 The title, Drabble 
(2013) says, “haunted me very strongly long ago. It’s a phrase from a Sylvia Plath poem, “Lady 
Lazarus” (Drabble, 2013a). Gold is precious, but, as Langan (2013) states, “a heavy carry,” therefore 
Anna “would be what she would be – a millstone, an everlasting burden, a pure gold baby, a 
precious cargo to carry all the slow way through life” (TPGB, pp. 19-20).The “gold baby” is an 
ambivalent image in this novel since Anna is good as gold because she is not a normal child. 
Perhaps, Anna is “pure” in the sense of being non-sexual, never growing up. “She has no sexual 
interests, no libido,” as we are told in the novel(TPGB, p. 138). The title is interestingly ambiguous 
grammatically, as it allows many meanings: “pure gold baby” means “special” and “exceptional,” but 
also a source of wealth; “pure gold baby”emphasises Anna’s non-contamination by violence, 
worldliness or perhaps males; while “pure”plus “gold baby” may reflect Jess herself, with her “golden” 
prospects and “idealistic” and purist views about humanity, which she practises in relation to Anna.  

 
In The Pure Gold Baby, Drabble reflects on the time when she first started writing novels in 

the early 1960s, which is when the events in this novel begin, to which she “look[s] back with great 
nostalgia” (Drabble, 2013a). Eleanor, the “Drabble-aged narrator,” is a lawyer andJess’s lifelong 
friend from those early motherhood days (Donaldson, 2013). In fact, it is a reflection on Drabble’s 
generation as a whole and social change through time, therefore, Eleanor, also referred to as Nellie, 
narrates the story using the collective “we”: “we worried for her, we, her friends, her generation, her 
fellow-mothers” (TPGB, p. 6). The concept of a female-centred community seems strong here. 
Drabble has expanded her focus from the concerns of one or a group of women to a whole 
community.  

The novel is full of facts about mental health institutions, missionaries, writers, artists, 
philosophers and so on. It is also full of social observations about a changing world. After writing the 

                                                             
1Margaret Drabble (2013c).The Pure Gold Baby.Edinburgh, England: Canongate.P. 7.  
All subsequent references to the novel will be in the main body of the text as an abbreviation of the novel (TPGB) 
followed by a page number. 
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novel, Drabble stated, “I no longer feel the need to turn everything I see into words” (Stokes, 2013). 
However, as Elizabeth Day (2013) states, “Drabble's observational intent is made even more explicit 
by the fact that her protagonist, Jess, is an anthropologist.” Drabble thinks that “many novelists are in 
part anthropologists” (Stokes, 2013). She herself has always been interested in anthropology:  

 
I have always been intrigued by social change, by the rise and fall of neighbourhoods, by the evolution 
of place as well as of people. I walk around observing, making notes, eavesdropping. I love public 
transport. You learn a great deal about social groupings and behaviour on the buses, tubes and trains 
(Stokes, 2013). 
 

Anthropological writings are close to fiction because they are “themselves interpretations” or “fictions, 
in the sense that they are ‘something made’, ‘something fashioned’” (Geertz, 1973). 
 
Drabble shows Jess sharing her specialised knowledge of anthropology with other women. 

Eleanor observes that, “I learnt a lot of second-hand anthropology from Jess. She aired her ideas on 
me” (TPGB, p. 30). Eleanor also says, “I’ve learnt new ways of looking from Jess. She continues to find 
ways of employing her sociological and anthropological expertise” (TPGB, p. 41). Anthropology, here, 
means the art of observing, exploring and analysing others, which is what the readers are invited to 
do as well. I will discuss, in this article, how Eleanor views/narrates Jess anthropologically. I will also 
discuss the connection between anthropology and violence. In fact, anthropology is a kind of 
violence, a kind of interpretive violence when people’s lives, behaviours and intimate practices are 
being explored and analysed. Anthropologists themselves are seen as possessing a dual role “as 
preservers and destroyers of culture,” because of their meddling with other people’s affairs and 
because of the violence surrounded most of their anthropological research(Kirksey, 2002). As many 
historians of anthropology have highlighted, “anthropology as a discipline and a point of view has its 
origins in European imperialism and colonialism” (Reed-Danahay, 2005, p. 157). Indeed, imperialism 
and colonialism are themselves among the themes of the novel. Jess’s anthropological interests 
centre on Africa, its colonial history and even Dr David Livingstone and his African sojourns. 
Anthropology, in The Pure Gold Baby, is regarded as : 

 

full of strange spirit stories, about shamans and witchcraft and night ridings and animal shape-
shiftings, stories which hover between myth and fairytale and religion and tribal memories of 
historical events between belief and denial (TPGB, p. 253) 
 

This raises the question of whether the novel itself is not about such shamans and shape-shiftings, 
whether Anna is represented within it as a “strange spirit,” and to what extent the story might itself 
be described as “hover[ing] between belief and denial.” Drawing attention to the text itself as an 
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anthropological document, all these questions make us wonder whether the narrator is reliable or 
not and why she is there in the first place.  
 

Because of the “psychological” and “meditative” nature of the novel, it lacks physical violence 
(Wolitzer, 2013). Nevertheless, in terms of non-physical violence, there is much to be discussed. 
Bourdieu’s theory of symbolic violence provides a particularly useful angle from which to explore 
these issues. In fact, this study will examine the novel in terms of Bourdieu’s theory and examine this 
theory itself in terms of the novel. I will discuss Bourdieu as well as other theorists for whom 
“symbolic” or “soft” violence is significant, such as Michel Foucault, Antonio Gramsci and SlavojZizek.  
 
Besides belonging to the same era of the events in the novel, Bourdieu made it his profession to be “a 
sociocultural observer, and undertook ethnographic research in his own natal region, among people 
he knew, even having his own mother serve as an informant,” as Deborah Reed-Danahay(2005) 
states (p. 157). Anthropology in this novel is one kind of Bourdieu’s soft violence, as the present 
article will explore. Bourdieu’s soft violence theory is, interestingly, applicable to many aspects of the 
novel. I will try to explain Bourdieu’s theory of soft violence and its relevance to the novel from an 
anthropological point of view by showing how Jess is both victim and perpetrator of soft violence. 
Anthropologically speaking, the narrator remains a perpetrator of soft violence all the way through 
to the end of the novel, a pointI will consider in more depth in the section about Drabble’s style. 
Because of the anthropological nature of the novel, the themes of racism and colonialism will also be 
discussed with regard to the concept of domination, which is an essential element of soft violence. 
 
Soft Violence 

To begin with, the concept of soft violence was first introduced by Bourdieu in his studies of 
the relationship of culture to power. Bourdieu’s sociological thought contains a philosophical 
anthropology, which “attempts to define and understand what it means to be human” (Peters, 2011; 
Dutton). His image of the human condition depicts a quest for meaning, which is also a quest for 
power. His philosophical anthropology studies how poweris unequally distributed (Lizardo, 2010). 
Essentially, I will argue that Bourdieu belongs to a line of anthropological thinking that is best 
described in relation to the concept of soft violence.Bourdieu refers to the concept as “symbolic” 
violence, yet he also uses “soft” or “gentle” in his definitions of symbolic violence, interchangeably.  

I prefer to use “soft” rather than “symbolic” because I will be talking about soft power in my 
analysis of the novel and its connection to violence. According to Bourdieu (1991), “soft” violence is a 
form of social control that fosters the reproduction and legitimation of unequal social relations (p. 
24). Bourdieu’s soft violence is “censored, euphemized, that is, misrecognizable” or masked 
(Bourdieu, 1990, p. 126).Rather than tackling physical coercion, Bourdieu addresses the“softer” 
violence, which for him, is a “more subtle means of exercising power,” as he puts it in his book 
Language and Symbolic Power(1991, p. 24). However, Bourdieu (2001) complains that people 
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sometimes naively assume that, “to emphasize symbolic violence is to minimize the role of physical 
violence” (, p. 34). This is obviously, as Bourdieu pointed out, a mistaken belief. He believes that 
“soft” violence has as many “real” and “actual” effects although not necessarily bodily ones. Soft 
violence sometimes takes “the form of a more effective and in this sense more brutal, means of 
oppression” (Bourdieu & Eagleton, 1992, p. 115). Bourdieu (1996b) thinks that those who undergo 
soft violence are complicit in it as they deny themselves the possibility of evading it once they become 
aware of it or “they deprive themselves of the possibility of a freedom founded on the awakening of 
consciousness” (p. 4). Thus, it is not “symbolic” violence, in my view. I will return to this point later 
when I discuss Jess and her relationships with other characters.    
 

Soft violence does not result from physical force but from forms of symbolic domination and 
classification caused by contemporary social hierarchies and social inequality in advanced capitalist 
societies, “in which the violence has become soft, invisible” (Bourdieu & Eagleton, 1992, p. 115).It is 
worth mentioning that in his discussion of domination, Michel Foucault(1998) remarks that 
“humanity installs each of its violences in a system of rules and thus proceeds from domination to 
domination” (p. 378 ). 

Because it is a misrecognized or unperceived form of everyday violence that takes place 
“below the level of the consciousness,”soft violence can be analysed according to Freud’s 
psychoanalysis of the underlying influences of the unconscious (Bourdieu, 2001, p. 42). Bourdieu 
argues that the systems of categorization and domination are seen as natural and legitimate by both 
the dominant and the dominated (Schubert, 2008, p. 183).He asserts that the structures of relations 
of domination are the constant work of reproduction of unequal social relations that involve 
institutions such as “families, the church, the educational system, the state” (Bourdieu, 2001, p. 34). 
 

Identifying the dominant social institutions or structures has an echo of Gramsci's theory of 
hegemony; nevertheless, by attributing violence to these institutions, hegemony becomes more 
objective or “systemic,” in a way similar to the theory of invisible objective violence by SlavojZizek, 
who mentions hegemony in his essay “Class Struggle or Postmodernism? Yes, please!” (Moi, 1991, p. 
1019; Zizek, 2008, p. 2; Zizek, 2000, p. 97).In his book Violence (2008), Zizek argues that subjective 
violence, which is “performed by a clearly identified agent,” is the result of objective violence, which 
“is the often catastrophic consequences of the smooth functioning of our economic and political 
systems” (pp. 1, 2). Zizek also refers to soft or “symbolic” violence, but only as embodied in language 
and its forms (pp. 1-4). It seems that Zizek has built upon Bourdieu’s work. In a recent article about 
language and violence, Zizek (2014) mentions Bourdieu in regard to his theories concerning 
language: “There are many violent features of language rendered thematic by philosophers and 
sociologists from Bourdieu to Heidegger.” 
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In many of his books, especially Language and Symbolic Violence (1991), Bourdieu shows 
how everyday linguistic exchanges can express relations of power and how language can be used as 
an instrument of coercion and constraint, as a tool of intimidation and abuse, condescension and 
contempt. As language can function as “an instrument of power and action,”thus, language is a form 
of domination and a mechanism of soft violence (Bourdieu & Eagleton, 1992, p. 111).  
  

In The Pure Gold Baby, soft violence can be traced in many aspects, although Drabble said 
that she was not aware of Bourdieu’s theory when she wrote the novel.2I will discuss these modes of 
soft violence in the novel represented by the domination of the education system, the church, and 
other institutions, as well as gender and racial domination. 
 

First of all, I will examine the soft violence of the educational system and its domination. I 
will also talk about the professorial status and its power, as represented in the novel by the Professor, 
who taught Jess in the School of Oriental and African Studies or SOAS.  
 

Soft Violence and Education 
 

Education in Drabble’s novels is very important and empowering to her female protagonists, 
who are enabled through it to have equal opportunities with men. Many of her novels, especially The 
Radiant Way, which is mentioned in The Pure Gold Baby, along with The Millstone, focus on the role of 
highly educated women in society, and on their careers. In his review of The Pure Gold Baby, Allan 
Massie (2013) states, “back in the 1960s and 1970s, Margaret Drabble was the voice of a university-
educated generation of young women.” Drabble has achieved distinction in presenting educated 
women, especially when compared with previous novelists like Jane Austen and Virginia Woolf, as 
Lidan Lin (2005) argues:   

 
Drabble emphasizes these changes by contrasting Jane Austen’s provincial and domestic heroines with 
her own mobile and Cambridge-educated new women, a contrast strategically maneuvered to bring 
the force of history to bear on the new social conditions surrounding post-war British women. One 
important change is the availability to women of equal opportunity for higher education and 
scholarships, a reality simply unimaginable for Austen and merely a dream for Virginia Woolf (p. 10). 

 

                                                             
2 Margaret Drabble said in an e-mail, on 23 Jan. 2014, that she was not aware of Bourdieu’s symbolic 
violence theories when she wrote the novel. 
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Drabble is also considered as a campus novelist, writing novels set in a university environment 
(McClellan, 2012). The protagonists of her novels, especially the earliest ones, are either newly 
graduated from Cambridge or Oxford, like Sarah in A Summer Birdcage (1964), who is just down from 
Oxford, or still students, like Rosamund Stacey, in The Millstone (1966), who is “an aspiring 
academic” (Drabble, 2011). Clara Maugham, in Jerusalem the Golden (1967), is in her final year at 
university in London and Jess is a professional academic in The Pure Gold Baby.  

Like Drabble, Bourdieu believes that education is empowering but in a rather negative sense. 
His philosophical anthropology views the huge growth of the education and cultural markets in 
advanced societies as producing more elusive cultural mechanisms of domination than was the case 
previously. Bourdieu addresses this change in types of domination in his soft violence theory. In his 
book, The State Nobility(1996b), Bourdieu argues that “no one can deny that the school plays a 
crucial role in distribution of knowledge and know-how,” but it also contributes “to the distribution 
of power and privilege” (p. 118).Bourdieu (1996a) calls the educational system “an institutionalized 
classifier” that reproduces “the hierarchies of the social world” (p. 387).  
 

Education is also responsible for the construction of the habitus of every individual. This 
view is supported by Bourdieu in his book, Distinction (1996a), in which he defines habitus as a set of 
dispositions that “tends to generate practices and perceptions” (p. 6). Through the construction of 
habitus, the school imposes lasting dispositions “or trained capacities and structured propensities to 
think, feel and act in determinant ways, which then guide them” (Navarro, p. 16).  
 

In The Pure Gold Baby, schools and universities are shown as producing the hierarchies of 
the social world. We are told that, “big men of the future,” who “were now in the process of re-writing 
history” are “products of SOAS and the LSE and the Inner Temple” (TPGB, p. 9). In these schools and 
organizations, there are also “all the lesser people” (p. 9): 

 
The witty Indian students, the tall aspiring South African boys who had graduated from 
Rhodes or Cape Town, the Guyanese intellectuals, the Burmese mystics, the vegans from 
Mauritius, the twins from Jakarta, the would-be white middle-class dervish from Southport 
…(p. 9) 

These groups of people from underdeveloped countries come to these universities to gain power that 
will make them dominant in their counties. The novel supports Bourdieu’s argument that education 
is overcome by soft violence due to its umpiring structures which decide the allocation of status and 
power, cementing social inequality further, rather than exterminating it (Tabb, pp. 5-6).  
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Some writers challenge Bourdieu by questioning his work in relation to women, their status 
and education. Women have penetrated the male academic citadel for several decades, and have 
managed to do this because they are fully aware of their status and are constantly trying to overcome 
it, whilst the education has changed too, giving females more chance of competing for high ranking 
jobs and careers: women now compete with men in the labour market and in having professional 
qualifications; there are more women professors in academia than ever before.  In her book, 
Formations of Class and Gender (1997), Beverley Skeggs states: “Education was the means by which 
[women] could convert their caring capital into an economic resource in the labour market” (p. 82). 
Although it is a positive thing for women to accede to the “privileged” world of men, Bourdieu’s 
philosophical-anthropological views are more concerned with males and their quest for power.  
 

In The Pure Gold Baby, titles and posts are obtained by females as well as males, which 
challenges Bourdieu’s ideas. Interestingly, as far as the novel is concerned, what Bourdieu theorised 
about men can be applied to women as well. For example, the university enables Sylvie, one of the 
characters on the fringe of Jess’s and Eleanor’s social network in North London, to be a doctor 
specializing in bladder disorders. Sylvie becomes a baroness and a Member of Parliament (TPGB, pp. 
258, 155).The post is granted to her due to her education, academic medical title and her activities. 
Bourdieu (1996b) shows that academic titles, like noble titles, are “privileges” (p. 374). 
 

Sylvie’s academic title becomes, as Bourdieu (1996b) indicates, “a privilege symbolically 
instituted and guaranteed by the state” (p. 377).The university has become as dominant as the state 
because the educational system is seen “as the principal (indeed, the only) means of access to 
administrative positions” in any progressive state (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 49). Becoming a baroness, 
Sylvie, “the public woman” (TPGB, p. 176) gains a “title-nobility,” which is as respected and revered 
as the “blood-nobility,” as termed by Bourdieu (1996b, p. 373).  
 
Jess was educated “in what she believed to be a noble tradition,” as Eleanor states(TPGB, p.12). What 
prompts Eleanor to describe Jess’s education as noble is the notion,  as described by Bourdieu 
(1996b), that the new academic “elite” are thought of as a nobility in the newly established category 
of democratic understanding, in which scientific knowledge also accomplishes a magical or religious 
act (p. 374). What I want to emphasize here is that, in relation to the plot, the university in the novel 
is surrounded by a kind of sacred halo, as a mystical place (p. 374). It is described in the novel as a 
“mysterious cradle” (TPGB, p. 102). SOAS is presented as both magical and bewitching: 
 

SOAS! How magical those initials had been to [Jess] as a seventeen-year-old when first she 
heard them, and how thrilling and bewitching they were to remain to her, even into her late 
middle age! (p. 8)  
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Jess remains bewitched by her university, even in older age, because it is the university domination 
that remains with her throughout her life, as do academic titles. Jess’s spontaneity and 
unconsciousness of the domination of her university shows total ‘submission’ to this system, which is 
what Bourdieu (1996b) describes as “voluntary servitude” (p. 4). 
 

Bourdieu illustrates the idea that people are unconsciously complicit in the act of being 
dominated, which is what Jess is doing. Bourdieu has noticed that the students are taught and 
socialized by the school in a certain manner. Only certain subjects are taught and certain forms of 
judgements are imposed and later become part of one’s habitus. In Reproduction in Education, Society 
and Culture (1977), Bourdieu has shown that “all pedagogic action is, objectively, symbolic violence” 
(p. 5). Jess is taught certain ideas and attitudesat SOAS, which do not necessarily reflect her views. 
She is taught to distrust “missionaries on principle” (TPGB, p. 37). Jess’s judgement on Dr David 
Livingstone, for example, is not hers but imposed by her school: “She disapproved of Livingstoneas a 
proto-imperial trader with a gun, as she had been taught to do at SOAS” (p. 37). These unrecognized 
imposed attitudes remain with Jess all her life, as habitus, which shows the power of the pedagogical 
system, its domination and its ability to reproduce opinions and judgments and maintain them from 
generation to generation. It also shows academics’ and students’ “blind adherence”and “accept[ing] 
without opposition” of the “traditional language of ideas” of the system (Bourdieu et al, 1994, pp. 20, 
4). Obviously, Jess did not question the ideas transmitted through language in her university, but she 
accepts them with “resigned indifference,” as Bourdieu puts it (Bourdieu et al, 1994 , p. 4). It is the 
soft violence of the pedagogical system that Jess fails to recognize.    

The Professor and Bob 

One of the main characters in The Pure Gold Baby is the Professor. It is revealing that he is 
always referred to only by his title. His teaching profession puts him “within the dominant class,” as 
he says in his book, Distinction (1996a, p. 600). In this novel, Eleanor refers to the Professor as “the 
dominating Professor” (TPGB, p.116). Furthermore, his wife is a professor, too, which challenges 
Bourdieu’s theory, as I will discuss later. In Bourdieu’s view, the professor’s social value or “prestige” 
stems from the cultural capital “that is dominant in the structure of their assets,” as Bourdieu 
(1996a) maintains (p. 102). Cultural capital, as Bourdieu (1986)points out, refers to “a specific 
cultural competence” including inherited knowledge, views, and skills that confer “power” and “social 
status” (pp. 244-6). Moreover, the professors are highly respected by their students. Bourdieu et al. 
(1994) shows that “consciously or unconsciously, the great majority of students (especially in the 
humanities) cast the professor in the role of ‘master of wisdom,’ or guru, dispenser of rules of life” (p. 
7). Bourdieu et al. (1994) found that female students are different from male students in the way 
they interact with their professors, or in their submission to them, because of their “desire for 
personal contact and for domination by the master” (p. 107, 110). Bourdieu (2001) thinks that 
women want to be dominated: 
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‘Women are their own worst enemies’ or even that they love their own domination, that they 'enjoy' 
the treatment inflicted on them, in a kind of masochism inherent in their nature (p. 40).   
 

As a woman, I find this theory rather retrograde. Bourdieu seems to be a gender essentialist and his 
ideas are reductively/stereotypically Freudian, emphasising the male-female differences and distinct 
gender roles. Bourdieu (2001) mentions more desired aspects in men, besides age, that women seem 
to look for, such as height, which can be “justified as indices of maturity and guarantees of security” 
(p. 36). However, Bourdieu’s analysis “evoked strong criticisms from feminist scholars who argued 
that it presents an ahistorical, androcentric worldview,” as Holly Thorpe (2009) states.According to 
Julie McLeod (2005), Bourdieu’s “insights into gender reproduce standard binaries of masculine 
domination and female subordination as if these structures are unitary, coherent and unchanged by 
and in contemporary social life” (p. 19).Despite such criticisms, some feminist scholars, including 
McLeod, Moi  and Skeggs, have recognized the potential in Bourdieu’s social theory for deepening 
and developing “feminist theorizing and set about deploying, rethinking and critically developing his 
conceptual schema” (Thorpe, 2009). But is The Pure Gold Babydoing this? Does the novel offer a 
feminist inversion of the stereotypical Freudian/Western traditional view of gender, or does it offer a 
multi-layer critique of structures of power, or both? 

As far as the novel is concerned, Drabble’s protagonist is, to a certain degree, masochistic, 
which is a “‘normal’ femininity,” according to Freud, whose assertions also tend in this 
direction(Irigaray, 1985, p. 45). She is attracted to the Professor’s “domination” and 
“superiority”(Bourdieu, 1991, p. 86), which makes it easy for him to “seduce” (TPGB, p. 232) and 
exploit her. 

 
For Bourdieu (1998), such “soft relations of exploitation only work if they are soft” (p. 111). 

He blames those who suffer from exploitation as being compliant and collaborating “in their own 
exploitation through affection or admiration” (p. 111). It is Jess who submits to the Professor’s 
domination. Eleanor says that Jess eventually discloses how she “used to spend her Thursday 
afternoons with Anna’s father in a small cheap hotel in Bloomsbury, making love” (TPGB, p. 21). In 
accepting this plan, Jess helps the Professor to exercise soft power over her, turning a blind eye to the 
warnings of others about the real intentions of the Professor to exploit her. Her sponsor 
and supervisor at SOAS, Guy Brighouse, who knows the Professor quite well, “had warned her off the 
Professor and his habits, but she had taken no heed,” (TPGB, p. 223) because she is captivated by 
what Bourdieu (2001) terms the “hypnotic power”(p. 42) of the Professor.Jess fails to recognize the 
Professor’s domination because such soft domination, as Bourdieu (1992) argues, “is something you 
absorb like air, something you don't feel pressured by; it is everywhere and nowhere, and to escape 
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from that is very difficult” (p. 116). The Professor’s domination is concealed “beneath the veil of an 
enchanted relation,” to use Bourdieu’s terms (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 24). The domination/submission 
relations are changed into “affective relations” and the power is changed into “charisma or charm,” 
evoking “affective enchantment” (Bourdieu, 1998, p. 102). Accordingly, Jess is charmed and 
enchanted by the Professor, whose domination has turned into “charisma” that has produced 
affection. Eleanor is astonished that Jess did not “resent the structure of her relationship” (TPGB, p. 
21) with the Professor and how she accepted it. It seems as if Eleanor sees through the mask of soft 
violence as she recounts events she has a second-hand knowledge of. Even when relating events with 
first-hand knowledge, she gives an excuse for not warning Jess: “But who were we to warn her? We 
were all busy making new mistakes, or learning how to live with our old ones” (TPGB, p. 50).Eleanor 
narrates: 

[Jess] accepted it, just as she had accepted the advances of her 44-year-old lover when he had 
propositioned her in a corridor, and led her into his study, and locked the door, and laid her upon the 
institutional professorial Turkey carpet (p. 21).    

 

Eleanor reiterates that Jess, “not only accepted [these rendezvous], she welcomed them. She found 
him very attractive. […] Love excused and gave permission to adulterous sex” (TPGB, pp. 21-22). 
Bourdieu (1996a) sees soft violence as unconscious acceptance of social differences and hierarchies 
because “the social order is progressively inscribed in people's minds” (p. 471). Eleanor, in an ironic 
way, shows how Jess succumbs to the temptations of the Professor when she accompanies him to his 
study and how, when laying her on “the institutional professorialTurkey carpet” (my italics) there is a 
reference to the educational institution and professorial posts as symbols of power and domination, 
while the Turkey carpet stands for exploitation and inequality. In Turkey, it is well known that 
women are the creators of Turkish carpets, but “they still encounter gender inequalities with respect 
to control over their own labor power and household expenditures” (Ornelas). Jess, like these 
Turkish women, is being exploited. 
 

Being “in her early twenties” (TPGB, p. 44) and having an affair with a middle-aged man tells 
us much about Jess as a woman.According to Bourdieu (2001), “women generally agree with men 
(who, for their part, prefer younger women) when they accept the external signs of a dominated 
position” (p. 36). Jess’s response to the Professor’s advances shows her willingness to be dominated 
by a man older than herself. Later, Jess gets married to American-born Bob Bartlett, who is a 
freelance anthropologist and professional photographer. Bob is “more her own age” (TPGB, p. 47), 
therefore, Eleanor tells us, Jess “engaged in a cool mature friendly equally balanced sexual 
partnership with Bob Bartlett” (p. 116). But soon Jess discovers that her conception of Bob “had been 
mistaken” (p. 116). Jess takes Bob very lightly, probably because he is not older than her, finding in 
Bob an opportunity that she does not want to miss, but does not want to keep either. Eleanor says: 
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To outsiders, Jess’s arrangements for […] Bob seemed to be working adequately, but it was also clear that this 
marriage was not destined or even very seriously intended to last […] It was only a matter of time (p. 87). 
 

Eleanor tells us that “Jess never took the name Bartlett and often forgot it was legally hers” 
(TPGB, p. 99) - interestingly, Drabble also never uses the surname of her ex- or her current husband 
when she publishes her novels. Jess treats Bob like a pet because he is not dominant, like the 
Professor. We are told that Bob is a “more manageable, more entertaining species” (p. 50). Then a 
comparison is made between the two: 

 
The Professor was a wedge, a prow, a beak. Austere, determined, rock hard and unrelenting. Bob, as his 
name happily suggests, was a rounder chap, with animal spirits and a good deal of energy (pp. 50-51). 
 

In this quotation, some of the words like ‘wedge’, ‘beak’, ‘austere’, ‘determined’ can be found in 
Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse. Drabble, who wrote an introduction to the 1992 edition of the 
novel, thinks that this novel “is one of the truly great novels. There’s not a word over, or missing” 
(Yagoda, 2004, p. 111). Mr. Ramsay in Woolf’s novel is selfish and domineering, like the Professor, 
who is described as “egocentric” (TPGB, p. 22). Woolf’s use of language, as Elizabeth Hirt(2013) 
observes,“gives the reader a sense of the disconnectedness that her characters are experiencing” (p. 
63). Similarly, Drabble wants to convey the message of disconnectedness between Jess and the 
Professor by using some of Woolf’s vocabulary. In fact, Jess “wished to disconnect [the Professor] 
from the story, and she appeared to succeed in doing so” (TPGB, p. 26).  
 

There is also a huge gap between the Professor and Bob. Eleanor tells us that “Jess had the 
upper hand in the relationship [with Bob]. She had the house, she had the confidence, she had a 
network of her friends around her” (TPGB, pp. 87-88). This sends us back to Bourdieu and his theory 
of sexual labour and men’s upper-handedness. Bourdieu’s masculine domination theory highlights 
the idea that women respect men who, unlike Bob, are above them or dominating them, like those in 
the position of the Professor. According to Bourdieu (2001), “the man should occupy the dominant 
position within the couple” because women “can only want and love a man whose dignity is clearly 
affirmed and attested in and by the fact that he is visibly 'above' them” (p. 36). 
 

Jess views her affair with the Professor as “glamorously adult and pleasantly secretive” 
(TPGB, pp. 50-51). However, we never know the Professor’s height, only that she views Bob as a little 
man. For Jess, “Bob appeared like a tiny figurine in her memory, very small and boyish” (p. 116), 
therefore signifying that she does not think highly of him. In fact, “none of Jess’s plans featured Bob in 
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any starring role” (p. 115). Later, Jess rejects Bob for the sake of the Sudanese expatriate, Zain, who, 
when Jess compares him to Bob, “loomed large and present and overpowering” (p. 116). But even 
Zain is not the dominant man Jess desires because Eleanor tells us that “Zain’s days in Jess’s calendar, 
it was easy to tell, were numbered” (p. 126). She never meets any man that can satisfy her like the 
Professor. Jess, Eleanor says, “had been sexually obsessed by the dominating Professor” (p. 116) (my 
italics). The whole issue is based on domination.   

 
Style 

As a narrator, Eleanor sometimes reports Jess’s words and sometimes gives her own views 
or feelings. This narrative viewpoint reveals much about Jess and her relationship with the narrator 
and the other women. Eleanor says that Jess “had thought herself ‘madly in love’” (TPGB, p. 116) with 
the Professor. The phrase “thought herself,” though repeated many times in the narration, suggests 
that Jess was deluded, as does “madly” here. It seems that Jess was told to think this way. Her friends, 
including Eleanor, herself, confirm this for her. The same seems true of confessional remarks by Jess: 
“but I suppose I do now. I thought I knew what I was doing, but I didn’t” (p. 228). We see again that 
there is much equivocation here, when she says “I suppose I do now.” Again Jess submits to her 
friends’ world view. It is a kind of habitus imposed on Jess by her friends. Instead of family 
domination, Drabble seems to show how friends can practisedomination, which Bourdieu obviously 
omitted from his theory. In fact, this raises questions about the mediating of the narrator. Eleanor 
controls Jess’s story, knowing even intimate details about it, but Jess is not accessible. We can never 
know whether what Eleanor is telling us is true or not, so she remains ambiguous to us. They seem to 
be “behind a curtain of unknowing, a cloud of unknowing” (p. 268). If we go back to Eleanor’s 
comments about Jess’s uncertain remarks about her ex-lover, we see that : 
 

She found him very attractive. Well, perhaps that is an understatement. She thought herself ‘madly in love’ 
with him, though in later years she came to see that this phrase (which she employed only in the schoolgirl 
privacy of her student mind) was merely a gloss on her finding him ‘very attractive’ (pp. 21-22). 

 
Was Jess really madly in love with him or not? We see that generating such questions is typically part 
of Eleanor’s subtle style and her way of “making narrative itself problematic” (Rose, 1988, p. 87). 
Furthermore, Eleanor seems here to be a Drabble-like figure. We are left with many questions 
concerning the function of the narrator as well as the questions raised by the narration. It is because 
Drabble thinks that “writers are there not necessarily to give the answers but to ask questions about 
the way we perceive the world and about what we’re told” (Peyre, 2011, p. 125). Drabble also thinks 
that “writers are very useful about giving a sense of reality that isn’t the reality of the textbook or the 
newspaper or the historian” (Peyre, 2011, p. 125). It is, instead, the “daily reality.” What Drabble 
wants to convey here is that “writing isn't about writing; it's about the other thing, which is called 
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life,” as she told her interviewer, John Hannay (1985, p. 130). She believes in “the possibility of 
accurately representing ‘reality’ in imitative art in her novels” (Bromberg, 1990, p. 5). Therefore, the 
fact that key areas remain vague can be seen to represent Drabble’s sense that this is what life and 
living is like.  
 

Eleanor is apparently the mouthpiece of the author or “the stand-in for Drabble” (Goudie, 
2013). When driving Jess and two other characters home from a fundraiser in her new Honda car, 
Eleanor says: “Sylvie, Jess and Raoul are my passengers, my puppets, I can take them wherever I 
wish” (TPGB, p. 192). Interestingly, Drabble also drives “a Honda Accord, which I love,” as she told 
her interviewer, Samuel Muston (2010). One of the reviewers comments on Eleanor driving Jess and 
the other characters, saying, “as Jessica has never learned to drive, Eleanor willingly ferries her 
about, feeding the narrative” (Leach, 2013). Besides feeding the narrative, Drabble, as represented by 
Eleanor, shows us that she is there, “still retaining a hint of authorial authority” (Duran, 2007, p. 23). 
Generally, Drabble considers that her third-person narrators are very close to herself: “they are me; 
they are not unreliable” (Leeming, 2006, p. 15). But Eleanor is an unreliable narrator. She says: 
 

I haven’t invented much. I’ve speculated, here and there, I’ve made up bits of dialogue, but you can tell 
when I’ve been doing that, because it shows. I’ve known Jess a long time, and I’ve known Anna all her 
life, but there will be things I have got wrong, things I have misinterpreted (TPGB, p. 253). 

 

The narrator seems disingenuous for “mak[ing] up what she doesn’t know,” as Lisa Hill (2013) comments. 
Eleanor avoids talking about her own life while observing and investigating the life of Jess and her daughter: 
“this story isn’t about my children; I haven’t the right to tell their stories” (TPGB, p. 29). However, how much 
Eleanor has invented also remains uncertain. Eleanor says: 

 

When we look back, we simplify, we forget the sloughs and doubts and backward motions, and see only 
the shining curve of the story we told ourselves in order to keep ourselves alive and hopeful, that 
bright curve that led us on to the future (p. 19).  

 

Eleanor thus presents herself as telling the story for the purpose of amusing herself and 
remaining alive and hopeful, now that she is a widow and her children are living independently. She 
also includes the reader by using the pronoun “we”: “We are all adept at rewriting the past, at 
reinventing it” (TPGB, p. 33). She also says, “we watched, we waited, I would like to think without too 
much malice or Schadenfreude, although of course none of us are malice-free” (p. 87). Again, the “we” 
here includes the reader, who is invited to watch and gaze like Eleanor. In this way, Eleanor and we, 
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the readers, are not malice-free. We are doing something malicious or perhaps violent, a soft kind of 
violence. It is Drabble’s anthropological approach that makes the narrator act in a sinister way, 
observing and speculating. Eleanor says, “we were all, in our ways, bad – motivated by ambition, or 
rivalry, or envy, or lust, or spite, or sloth, and observing the seeds of these passions” (p. 84). This 
raises questions about the sinister element of the narrator, who wants to include the reader in having 
these negative qualities. Was Eleanor driven by rivalry or envy or lust to write Jess’s story? She 
describes Jess in a way that shows an infatuation with her: 

 
Jess, was, and is, an attractive woman, with a hypnotic intensity of attention that tends to mesmerise an 
interlocutor. She concentrates on others in a manner that sucks out the soul. It would be fair to say that 
we were all rather in awe of her. Not a great beauty in any classical style, but noticeable, memorable, 
one might even say seductive […] When she is talking to you, she transfixes you (TPGB, p. 34). 

 

Eleanor also invites the reader to feel what it would be like to talk to a woman like Jess. It is clear to 
the reader that she is attracted by Jess’s beauty, though it is not clear at any stage whether Eleanor 
herself is aware of her lesbian inclinations. She may already be well aware of it, but she chooses to 
keep it to herself. All these things make Eleanor a sinister narrator, similar in a way, to Barbara 
Covett, the narrator of Zoë Heller’s novel, Notes on a Scandal(Stead, 2003).Both women are old and 
lonely. Barbara describes herself as “a dried-up old lady with no husband, very few friends, no 
children” (Heller, 2003). Eleanor has children and grandchildren, but she feels empty: “I don’t know 
why life seems emptier when one is older, even when it is full. It thins out, like the hair of one’s head” 
(TPGB, p. 246). Both narrators are attracted to a younger female friend: Jess is not as young as Sheba, 
the 42-year-old high school teacher in Heller’s novel, but she is at least a decade younger than 
Eleanor, who “had her bus pass for years now” (TPGB, p. 167).Both are unreliable and manipulating 
narrators.  
 

The Pure Gold Baby is written in the past and present tense as the narrative goes back and 
forth. Drabble experiments much with rhetorical questions, tense, direct address and so on. There is 
a deliberate conversational relationship with the reader, which shows Drabble’s kinship with the 
novelists of the past, like Charles Dickens and George Eliot (Bernard, 2014). As Glenda Leeming 
(2006) states, addressing the reader“may contribute to the impression that the narrator, or through 
the narrator the author, is a communicative presence” (p.14). About her style, Drabble (2013a) 
wrote: 

 
In our head we switch tenses all the time. I like watching things on hand-held camera and I think I 
write a bit like that – I zoom in and out and go backwards and forwards, because that’s how my brain 
works. It makes some people queasy, changing perspectives from ‘I’ to ‘we’... 
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Eleanor zooms in and out, but she does not tell us much about her characters. By creating Eleanor, 
Drabble, as Ellen Cronan Rose(1988) believes, is “messing up” her novel “with the untold” (p. 92). 
Drabble said that she does not“feel superior” and cannot dominate her characters, but, surely, she lets 
her narrator dominate her readers by using a vague language as an instrument of domination 
(Creighton, 1982, pp. 20-21). We are bewildered by her elusive language, but we cannot do anything 
about it. We cannot challenge Drabble or her narrator, we just submit to them, which makes us 
undergo their soft violence against us. It strikes me that Drabble knows “who the readers are or I 
know who some of them are,” as she told her interviewer, Claudine Peyre (2011, p.119-20). She 
knows then how to manipulate them. 
 

The Dominating Jess 

As the novel progresses, we notice how Jess’s role in the novel changes. She seems to switch 
positions from being a victim of soft violence to being a perpetrator of it. She becomes possessive and 
dominating, like the Professor. It is somewhat surprising that the Professor, as we are told later, is 
only ever a doctor, which is what Jess herself has become, a Doctor of Anthropology. Eleanor says 
that Jess has “given him that title, in her dialogue with herself and eventually with us, as a joke. He’d 
been DrLindahl, not the Professor. He’d never become Professor Lindahl” (TPGB, p. 234). After 
graduation, Jess starts “teaching an extramural class or two” (p. 7).Moreover, Jess has “become rich” 
(p. 231). Her own house is worth £800,000 (p. 231). She has bought it with the money the Professor 
gave her for an abortion, but Jess refused to abort her child and kept the money. 
 

He paid me off with £1,325. That was a lot of money in those days, I was going to invest it for Anna. […] 
I did invest it at first, but then I thought it was more sensible to use it as a deposit to buy this house, so I 
did. I had some from my father too, but it was his money that made me think of it, that made it possible 
(p. 230). 
 

The fact that Jess is financially supported by these two men, her ex-lover and her father, reminds us 
of the nineteenth-century novel, which often depicts a world in which the roles of men and women 
are fixed: men offer financial support to women while women were to sit at home and raise their 
children (Sönmez, 2012, p. 295). Jess does not leave Britain to be an adventurer anthropologist as she 
aspired to do, but stays in her home country to raise her daughter. In spite of not achieving her 
dreams, Jess manages to achieve the betterment of her position. Her education and degree enable her 
to do that. The school days grant Jess gold, represented by Anna, the pure gold baby, for the sake of 
whom the Professor gave Jess money. The gold, the money and the house are emblems of cultural and 
economic capital that are converted into educational credentials. Jess gained higher educational 
credentials, which are a major mechanism of social reproduction in advanced capitalist societies 
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(Sullivan, 2002, p. 144). They all refer to what Bourdieu (1996b) calls “the magic of the academic 
title” which gives “a lifelong guarantee of competence,” and “dignity” that does not age (p. 118). In 
short, the profit or advantage from that title puts Jess within the dominant class. Therefore Eleanor 
says, “you need not feel too sorry for Jess. Some sorrow is appropriate, but she was not, as I hope I 
have made clear, an object of pity” (TPGB, p. 34). Jess is enlightened and empowered by her 
education. She is not only equal to men, she finds herself stronger than them. Jess manages to liberate 
herself from the tangles of the Professor, especially when she bought the house: 
 

So Jess moved on, liberating herself from the irresponsible, emotionally arrested, possibly mythical, 
possibly mythologised Professor, and when she was well settled into her life with Anna in her own new 
home in Kinderley Road (p. 47). 

 

Jess becomes rich and equal to upper-class Sylvie, who invites her to a fundraising party.  
Jess’s affair with Zain, as predicted by Eleanor, comes to an end. She dismisses him and he 

“disappeared, without protest, as Bob before him had disappeared” (TPGB, p. 128). Jess, “bold, brave, 
independent, proud, self-sufficient” (p. 229), has become more powerful than the Professor. She 
dismisses the lovers she is no longer interested in, “heav[ing] Bob out of the brightly cushioned nest” 
(p. 114) because “the Bob-need in her had died” (p.115) when she has Zain, “the dark card” (p. 113), 
and “eject(ing) Zain” (p. 120) for Anna to come home from the school for children withspecial needs, 
which seems an excuse to get rid of Zain because she “wasn’t wholly proud of” (p. 116) her affair with 
him. She makes them disappear from her life rather than she disappearing from theirs, like the 
Professor. Bob and Zain become the victims of Jess’s soft violence.   
 

Jess becoming the perpetrator of soft violence completely contradicts Bourdieu’s gender 
essentialist theory. Clearly, there are limitations to this theory. The novel is highly sophisticated and 
non-conventional in dealing with its female protagonist. Drabble seems to challenge the basis of 
Bourdieu’s theory simply by reversing it, which succeeds to a degree. Bourdieu’s theory is hence only 
partially successful when applied to the novel. Drabble’s narrative is sufficiently flexible and subtle 
that it challenges the gender asymmetry of power that Bourdieu is suggesting. This challenge to 
Bourdieu’s ideas works through Drabble’s depiction of woman and how she can be in a superior 
position and have autonomy. Bourdieu is stereotyping the view that everybody is complicit in 
reproducing these values. He talks about a fixed polarity that does not change, such as the pairings 
male-female, master-servant, lecturer-student, but women can be lecturers (and masterful) too! 
Obviously, women writers like Drabble resist a male model of history, often challenging sexism and 
gender inequality.  
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Jess also dominates her daughter, who undergoes Jess’s soft violence. Anna is an obstacle to Jess’s 
progress to her degree, “a millstone” (p. 19). Drabble here invokes her third novel, TheMillstone, 
which is also set in London during the 1960s and also about a young woman who becomes a single 
mother with an unplanned child that changes her life. In The Millstone, as in many of Drabble’s 
novels, motherhood is an important issue because, as Ann Rayson observes, “having children is a 
stabilizing force, a means of grounding one in reality, a positive aspect of female sexuality and self-
identity” (Rayson, 1978, p. 43). Drabble is considered by some critics, like Elaine Showalter (1978), 
to be “the novelist of maternity, as Charlotte Brontë was the novelist of the schoolroom” (p. 305).But 
in The Pure Gold Baby, motherhood is not a positive aspect of Jess’s self-identity. This shows a great 
split in Drabble’s notion of motherhood. Jess is too possessive toward Anna. Eleanor says that “the 
word ‘over-protected’ sneaks into Jess’s mind, unbidden. Maybe it is, after all, through selfishness 
that she has kept Anna at home. Through selfishness, through pride” (TPGB, p. 162). Although we 
don’t trust Eleanor for telling us what is going on in Jess’s mind, we can go along with what Eleanor 
says about her speculation. Eleanor blames Jess, saying she “had made Anna dependent. She had 
been wrong to make her so dependent” (p. 202). Eleanor said that some tried to warn Jess, but she 
did not listen, calling her “obsessive Jess” (p. 163).For Anna, there is a lifelong soft violence at the 
hands of her mother because she can never be aware of it, while the others, including Jess herself, 
may at some point in their lives become conscious of the soft violence they have undergone. 
Bourdieu (2001) has observed that “[soft] violence can be overcome with the weapons of 
consciousness and will alone” (p. 39). According to this, for Jess to overcome the Professor’s soft 
violence, she has to be conscious of that violence, which has gone deep in her practices and 
perceptions. Decades after the disappearance of the Professor, Jess comes to acknowledge that she 
was not conscious of what the Professor was doing to her: 

 

‘He took advantage of me’, said Jess, smiling wryly as she clasped her ‘Present from Southend’ mug. ‘I 
didn’t think that at the time, but I suppose I do now. I thought I knew what I was doing, but I didn’t 
(TPGB, p. 228). 

 

Not only does Jess realize the soft violence she underwent in her early youth, but she also recognises 
the true essence of the Professor: “Looking after Anna had enabled her to see the Professor as an 
undeveloped and childish person” (TPGB, pp. 44-45). The phrase “undeveloped and childish person” 
(my italics) is interesting here. Jess starts to find a strong connection between the Professor and his 
daughter because Jess is now able to make the classification. It is the Professor who is dull this time: 
 

The Professor as father and, we may assume, as lover proved disposable, as his emotional and 
intellectual limitations became more and more obvious to Jess, and off he went, unregretted (p. 44).  
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Jess begins “to feel shamed by the shabbiness of their hole-in-the corner relationship, their cheap 
Thursday-afternoon hotel” (TPGB. p. 229). However, she moves on to realize her potential.  
 
IQ Racism 

The novel addresses what Bourdieu calls “the racism of intelligence” or “IQ racism, which he 
discusses in Sociology in Question(1993, p. 177). I will deal with IQ racism in the novel as a form of 
soft violence because it is based on domination and class difference. Actually, the term racial 
intelligence is mentioned in the novel, but without referring to Bourdieu. The German psychologist, 
Hans Eysenck, is mentioned instead. Eleanor says, “those were the days of Hans Eysenck and fierce 
debates about racial intelligence and heritability” (TPGB, p. 119). Bourdieu (1993) says that the 
racism of intelligence is used by the members of the dominant class as a means to produce a kind of 
“theodicy of their own privilege” and to justify the social order that they dominate (p. 177). Bourdieu 
argues that IQ “causes the dominant class to feel justified in being dominant: they feel themselves to 
be essentially superior” (p. 177). This kind of domination, as Bourdieu maintains, is linked to 
educational qualifications because it is partly based on possession of “titles,” which are “presumed to 
be guarantees of intelligence,” and guarantees “for access to positions of economic power” (p. 177).  
 

This kind of soft violence is also “misrecognizable”because, what Bourdieu (1993) calls, “the 
new racists” use “euphemization,” which is “obviously the apparentscientificization of language,” and 
scientific discourse to justify IQ racism (pp. 178, 190). Accordingly, the dominant class uses highly 
euphemized language to address the issue of IQ racism, “by slipping it through unnoticed,” such as, 
when they talk about genetics or ecology or when they favour eugenics (p. 178).    
 

In the novel, the issue of the IQ is highly stressed because it falls at the centre of the novel. 
Anna lacks intelligence. She has “learning difficulties” (TPGB, p. 146) and “could not remember the 
letters of her name” (p. 60).Her mind does not develop and remains the same all her life. We are told 
that for Anna, “the concept of progress was in perpetual abeyance” (p. 130). That makes her different 
from others. Her mother segregates her daughter from the world. She “kept Anna at home” (p. 162). 
In fact, Jess is accused of making Anna an excuse to withdraw to her IQ world and “to the life of the 
mind, to the idle life of the busy mind. The magpie mind” (p. 202), rather than fulfilling her dreams of 
visiting and exploring Africa. 
 

Jess’ thesis in SOAS was concerned, we are told, “tangentially, with the variability of the 
concept of IQ with reference to ‘the savage mind’’ (TPGB, pp. 35-36). It seems that Jess has found in 
Anna some of what she saw in Africa, namely the simple lobster-claw children that she observed on 
the Lake Bangweulu in Zambia when she visited the place as a young doctoral anthropologist. The 
disability of these children is called SHSF: “‘Split Hand Split Foot’ or ectrodactyly [which] is a rare 
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congenital disorder involving the absence of one or more of the central digits of the hand or foot” 
(Drabble, 2013a). The African children are referred to in the novel as “simple” (TPGB, p. 3), “simple-
minded” (p. 81), “simple savage” (p. 173) and “the most ‘primitive’” (p. 273). These words are 
referred to as abusive and have dropped from use, although they are used frequently in the novel. 
However, the novel draws a connection between the so-called simple-minded Africans and Anna 
concerning IQ racism and pain linkage. One of the characteristics of Anna, as Eleanor mentions, is 
given as: 

 

An ability to suffer minor physical pain without making a fuss: little injuries such as bruises and 
scratches which made our children yell for attention she would endure with minimum noise or 
complaint (p. 83). 

 

Anna’s endurance of pain is correlated to her feeble-minded condition, which is similar to that of the 
“Negro.”  Again, the word Negro is considered now as derogatory. Eleanor says:  

 

Jess once read out to me a phrase from an early anthropological textbook on the Negro, […]: The 
nervous system of the Negro is not very sensitive, and the appreciation of pain is dull. She had also 
discovered research that indicated that sensitivity to pain showed a positive correlation to intelligence 
(TPGB, p. 84). 

 

Similar racist remarks are echoed when Dr Livingstone’s views on “slave spirit” are mentioned:  

 

Livingstone had unfortunately recorded that the ‘slave spirit’ in […] went deepest in ‘those who have 
the darkest skins’. That remark has not been good for his posthumous reputation. He has been 
retrospectively cast as a racist, which Jess considers may or may not be fair (TPGB, p. 152). 

 

Eleanor is not sure about Jess’s stance towards Livingstone’s racial remarks. Jess “may or may not” 
find them racist, suggesting that the novel or rather, its representation of Jess does not exclude racial 
discrimination and prejudices. These issues are illustrated when Zain appears in the novel, showing 
people’s racialized/racist tendencies at that time. Zain is described in the novel as “a very gifted man. 
He wrote an important book on Sub-Saharan economics which has come to be cited as a classic” 
(TPGB, p.128). People at that time, probably in the 1970s, as Eleanor indicates, were influenced by 
the ideas of Eysenck. She says, “In those distant days, we still spoke quaintly of the ‘colour bar,’ of 
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‘crossing the colour bar’” (p. 119). Although Eleanor praises Zain as a “living proof that the Sudanese 
IQ was in no way inferior to the Caucasian IQ” (p. 119), still she highlights that “most people still 
secretly believed that blacks were mentally inferior to whites, but it was becoming more difficult to 
say so openly” (p. 119).    
 

The connection between Anna and the lake children is made several times: “lobster claws 
and the pure gold baby that was Anna: the mysteries of diagnosis turned in Jess’s mind” (TPGB, p. 
177); “They were her introduction to maternity” (p. 3); “They were proleptic, but they were also 
prophetic” (p. 3). This last phrase seems to link narrative structure to a personal trait (foresight). The 
word “proleptic,” is frequently used in the novel, starting from its first sentence: “proleptic 
tenderness.” It is always associated with the deformed African children. It seems that these children 
anticipated the birth of Anna, who has a mental rather than physical disability. Anna’s “IQ and good 
nature were immeasurable, and would not feature meaningfully on any chart or graph” (p. 120). This 
connection between the IQ of Anna and the African children or “enfant sauvage” (p. 36) is established 
in terms of innocence:  “Anna didn’t know how to be bad” (p. 84). 
 

Eleanor seems to suggest that the higher IQ you have, the more you lack innocence and vice 
versa. Anna and the African children are considered innocent because of their low IQs. Eleanor thinks 
that such people are becoming a rarity, probably, because of the world’s advancement and 
development:   

 

An innocence, with children such as Anna, would be gone from the world. A possibility of another way 
of being human would be lost, with all that it signifies. They are God’s children, les enfant du bon Dieu 
(TPGB, p. 44). 

 

There are similarities here to Blake’s concepts of innocence and experience and how children are in a 
state of protected innocence. Anna and the children of the lake signify innocence, which is contrasted 
to experience. These children are so close to God, like Adam and Eve before they ate from the tree of 
knowledge. In fact, Adam’s and Eve’s “Original Sin” (TPGB, p. 165) of Milton’s “Paradise” and “Fall,” is 
mentioned in the novel when referring to Sylvie’s son, Joshua, who is jailed for criminal acts. Joshua 
was an innocent child but grew up and “turned crook” (p. 165): 
 

It was hard to blame Josh, whom we had known when he was very little, when he was so very little, 
when he was in a state of grace, before he went to be bad. We had known him as a baby in a pushchair, 
as an angel in a nativity play, as a child gazing rapt at modest indoor fireworks at Christmas. There had 
been no harm in him then, no sign of Original Sin (p. 165). 
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The idea here is that “grace” and innocence is found in children when their IQ is not fully developed, 
but when the children become mature and gain knowledge, they lose innocence and become harmful. 
Drabble herself is “very interested in the idea of innocence,”and puts a lot of emphasis on it 
(Drabble, 2013a).Her novel shows that it is necessary to lose innocence to survive: “It’s hard to 
survive without aggression” (TPGB, p. 84). These ideas of innocence, knowledge and aggression are 
all linked to Jess’ past. When Jess was young, she was innocent, like the children of the lake and like 
Anna. We are told that Jess loved all the students who were studying with her in SOAS: 

 
She was in love with all those peoples. 
We lived in an innocent world. 
What did we mean by ‘innocence’, you may ask? (p. 9) 

 

Jess, from time to time, dreams of the children of the lake. She calls these dreams, “Jungian dreams of 
the collective unconsciousness, the dreams which had given birth to Anna” (TPGB, p. 148). Jungian 
dreams here show the split in Jess’s psyche. There is a duality and unbalance between innocence and 
knowledge. Anna is the solution and the correction to Jess’s imbalanced psyche. Anna represents 
innocence, which Jess puts under her control, as if Jess confines her own innocence by keeping Anna 
at home. Jess does not want to repeat the mistakes of her past, therefore she hides her innocence the 
way she hides Anna. Jess is keen on dominating Anna in order for her to survive in the jungles of life. 
What Jess is doing is really equivalent to IQ racism against Anna’s innocence.  
 

Racial prejudice against African children is also shown when the novel talks about a cluster 
of children with lobster-claw hands in Scotland who are “considered of average or even above-
average intelligence” (TPGB, p. 177). Although the deformities of both the African, and Scottish 
children are blamed on “genes”(p. 177)and both are seen to be oblivious of their deviance from the 
norm, only the African children are dismissed as simple-minded. It seems that the novel adopts the 
views of Eysenck (1982), who had argued that IQ was mostly biological, saying, “something like 80% 
of the variance on the traditional IQ measures is accounted for by genetic causes, 20% by 
environmental causes” (p. 256). However, Bourdieu (1993) does not blame genes for the IQ but 
accuses psychologists of using euphemized scientific language “by talking about genetics or ecology” 
(p.178). Bourdieu believes that “one should purely and simply refuse to accept the problem of the 
biological or social foundations of intelligence, in which psychologists have allowed themselves to be 
trapped” (p. 178). He suggests that “it is the language of ‘leaders’ who feel themselves to be 
legitimized by ‘intelligence’ and who dominate a society founded on discrimination based on 
‘intelligence’” (p. 178). In the novel, the language of the leader, Bourdieu mentions, is the language of 
the white people, whose superiority is emphasised while black people are presented as inferior to 
“the Caucasian IQ” (TPGB, p. 119). In the novel, this white supremacy is emphasized by the laws of a 
European country against weak IQ or dyslexia: “Sweden, as Jess did not then know, as not many 
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people in Britain then knew, practised compulsory sterilisation of those with learning difficulties 
until 1975” (p. 45). Eleanor remarks that such procedures seem “a long-lasting anomaly in what is 
rightly held to be tolerant, liberal egalitarian society” (p. 45). Sweden is a progressive country but 
practised IQ racism for a long time to ensure its domination and power. Moreover, the Professor, who 
is Swedish, upholds his country’s procedures. When he went off with his professor wife to make a 
study of child rearing and infanticide in agrarian communities in a remote border community in 
China, they “were prepared to consider infanticide as an appropriate response to many family 
problems” (p. 45), probably, meaning IQ, besides population size problems.  
 

Following Bourdieu’s theory of soft violence, which is based on institutional and class 
domination, we can see that the novel stresses the racism of intelligence, but it does not condemn it. 

 
Colonialism and Neo-Colonialism 

The racial discrimination in the novel is closely linked to colonialism. The Pure Gold Baby is 
not about colonialism, but includes thoughts on Africa when it was colonized by the Europeans. 
However, the main character, Jess, does not view Africa as The Heart of Darkness, but a place out of 
which ‘all life’ came: “From that great lake all life forms had arisen, there they had all been 
engendered” (TPGB, p. 148). The Pure Gold Baby seems like a feminist reworking of The Heart of 
Darkness, in which the narrator is male too, whilst in Drabble, it is a female, thus reinforcing the 
sense that we are looking at women’s engagement with these issues through women in this novel, in 
a deliberate inversion of Conrad’s approach. Conrad’s novella is echoed at the beginning and at the 
end of the novel.  
 

Although Drabble’s novel is not an homage to Conrad, it does affirm Conrad’s horror at the 
Western colonialist adventure in Africa, providing even more evidence and an updated historical 
perspective to persuade readers of the devastating and long-lasting effects of that colonialism. The 
Pure Gold Baby stresses the domination and soft violence of the agents of colonialism and neo-
colonialism in missionary work and explorers who reinforced colonialism. It also mentions political 
changes during the passage of time in which missionaries are replaced by Non-Governmental 
Organizations of neo-colonialism.  
Bourdieu’s notion of soft violence is also associated with colonialism, although he is accused of 
“perilously overlooking colonialism” (Go, 2013, p. 50; Said, 1989, p. 223). However, in his early work, 
such as Algerians, Bourdieu theorizes colonialism as a ‘racialized system of oppression based on 
violence’ (Go, p. 68), or soft violence, because,according to him, colonialism is “the exercise of the 
power” (Bourdieu, 1962, p. 120) by the dominant society on the dominated society. He views colonial 
society as a sort of “a caste system” (p. 132) of relationships between the superior and the inferior (p. 
133). Bourdieu highlights how this caste system is to produce persons whom the colonists scornfully 
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call “natives” (p. 134), who are considered by the colonists as “the stranger[s]” (p. 131). As I said 
earlier, Bourdieu blames the victims for being dominated. This time, he blames the natives for being 
passive and letting their colonizers dominate them. In Bourdieu’s opinion, “the colonial system can 
function properly only if the dominated society is willing to assume the very negative nature” (p. 
134), therefore, the gap separating the natives from the dominant society “steadily becomes wider, as 
much in the social and psychological as in the economic domain” (p. 134).  
 

The natives’ negativity, or colonial assumptions about this, which allows the colonists to 
function on their land, is clearly stressed in the novel. In a social gathering, Jess talks about a tribe in 
Zambia’s Bangweulu Lake, describing them as “being very simple people,” of “pygmy hunter-
gatherers and fisher folk,” who “wouldn’t like the new industrial prosperity of the copper mines” 
(TPGB, p. 81).Eleanor, the narrator, thinks that “could have been a politically reactionary aside, in 
support of colonial oppression” (p. 81). These same people, we are told, were forced to work in the 
mines: 

 
She had learnt that the people of the big lake went mad when sent to work in the copper mines, and 
would not eat of the flesh of the amphibious land-dwelling fish called nkomo, because if you ate of this 
mad non-fish it would drive you mad (p. 36). 

 

The colonizers do not understand the taboos of the natives and the natives are not willing to change. 
The natives refuse to eat taboo food as they refuse to accept industry. By refusing to change, the 
natives remain under the domination of the colonizers. 
 

The novel stresses the colonial, racial and sexual exploitation of the natives. When Jess was a 
little girl, her father brought a booklet called The People of ManyLands of hand-coloured drawings of 
native peoples. He acquired the booklet during his travels with the RAF in the Second World War, in a 
bazaar in North Africa. The booklet was not on display, but Jess came upon it: 

 
[Jess] found them very interesting partly because of the nudity on display, so rare in those days – here 
were bare-breasted Africans […] bosoms that descended like leathery sacks or wineskins below the 
waist, and little conical breasts that pointed cheerfully upwards (TPGB, p.10).    
  
In her essay “Beyond the Black Venus,”Sandra Ponzanesi (2005a) gives the history of what 

she labels the “hegemonic graphic representations” which “still connote ‘visualizations’ of the black 
female body in contemporary culture” (p. 165): 
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The representation of the racial sexual other was first seen in orientalist paintings, and reached its 
apogee in the colonial era. Racial diversity, invented at the height of European empire to create a cultural divide 
between colonizers and colonized, was also forcefully implemented through rigorous social-scientific 
scholarship (p. 165). 

 
These sexual representations are “cultural technologies of domination” as Ponzanesi (2005a) puts it, 
in which “the black body became an icon for sexuality in general and how sexuality became a 
metaphor for domination” (p. 165). In Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power, Ann Laura Stoler(2002) 
also argues that sexuality “serves as a loaded metaphor for domination,” and discusses how “sexual 
images illustrate the iconography of rule” (p. 44). 
 

Eleanor compares Jess’s father’s booklet with the famous exhibition called the Family of Men 
in the 1950s because both “featured and documented the many peoples of the world” (TPGB, p. 117). 
By talking about the limitations of the exhibition, Eleanor indirectly condemns the booklet: 

 

I was disappointed but not surprised to read recently an account of its alleged limitations – it 
has been deconstructed as racist and sexist, and images that had seemed beautiful and 
universal to me (as the pictures in Jess’s father’s book had appeared to Jess) were 
condemned as condescending and exploitative (p. 117). 

 

The novel also condemns the “condescension and racial prejudice” (TPGB, p. 36) and the insanitary 
living conditions in the African colonies: “The laziness, the dirtiness, the unhealthiness! The smallpox, 
the jiggers, the worms, the ticks, the syphilis, the scurvy, the leprosy!”(p. 36), while talking about 
explorers and big-game hunters and native commissioners.Here, we find echoes of Heart of Darkness, 
showing us that colonizers and their agents are very often corrupt, and revealing an image of Africa 
that is very dangerous and neglected. Frantz Fanon (2001), the Martinique-born Afro-French writer, 
thinks that colonizers deliberately neglect their colonies because colonialism  contents itself with 
bringing to light the natural resources, which it extracts, and exports to meet the needs of the mother 
country's industries, thereby allowing certain sectors of the colony to become relatively rich. But the 
rest of the colony follows its path of underdevelopment and poverty, or at all events sinks into it 
more deeply (p. 1583). 
 
Colonizers exploit the natural resources of the colonized country while ignoring the rest of it. Even in 
postcolonial times, it is neglected because, as Fanon argues, members of the African bourgeoisie are 
merely decadent imitators of their Western masters (p. 1577). Fanon accidentally echoes Bourdieu, 
putting the blame on the dominant class structure. According to Fanon, “social, economic and 
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political oppression in the third world was ultimately more a matter of class” (p. 1576). However, “in 
his conviction that colonialism would be ended only through violent anticolonial struggle” (p. 1576), 
Fanon moves away from Bourdieu’s theory of soft violence. 
 

A great part of The Pure Gold Baby deals with missionaries, including David Livingstone, 
Mungo Park, Mary Slessor and others. Although these missionaries enact the soft power of the 
Church, as indicated by the American political scientist Joseph Nye in Soft Power(2004), they function 
as the soft power of the colonizers as well. “Because of attraction, not coercion” (p. 94), these 
missionaries can create soft power by attracting masses of people to be their followers. By following 
missionaries and converting to the religion of the colonizers, these masses will unconsciously 
support colonialism. In a review of the novel, literary editor Rosemary Goring (2013) describes these 
missionaries as “intrepid Scots” who “represent the extremes of colonial attitudes towards the 
African continent,” adding that such inclusion of this particular strand shows that Drabble is “as 
concerned to chart modern political and social progression, and the errors of our forebears,”as to 
focus on her fictional characters. 
 

In his book Language and Symbolic Power, Bourdieu (1991) describes the priests as “oblates” 
(p. 195) of the churches that appoint them and give them power. Bourdieu believes that the priests 
are nothing without the power granted to them by the church: 

 

The institution gives everything, starting with power over the institution, to those who have given 
everything to the institution, but this is because they were nothing outside the institution or without 
the institution (p. 195).  

 

Similarly, Drabble indicates that these missionaries were nothing outside the church:  

 

Most missionaries went forth from oppressed lives, from lives without prospects, to better themselves 
[…] they were mill workers, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, the children of drunkards (TPGB, p. 
175).   

 

Drabble suggests that David Livingstone and Mary Slessor are examples of those who lived 
“oppressed lives,” showing that when they went to Africa, they did not leave “a life of comfort” 
because they were raised in poverty and had to work in their childhoods (“David Livingstone’s 
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Life”;Benge, 2002). However, as adults, the Church gave them authority and power that enabled them 
to dominate others. 

 
The novel shows the imperial practices of imposing powerful culture and religion on the 

natives or what Bhabha(1994) calls, “the colonialist project of English civility” (p. 108) in which the 
Bible is not merely a religious book, but “the English book” (p. 108),“bearing both the standard of the 
cross and the standard of empire” (p. 92). Livingstone tries to introduce the Bible to the natives, who 
were impressed by its stories, but did not understand it because of the “hybrid gap” (p. 58) between 
them as colonial subjects and their colonizers:    

 

The Africans whom Livingstone encountered were not converted, but they enjoyed watching magic 
lantern shows of Bible stories. Moses in the bulrushes reminded them of the shores of Bangweulu, and 
they liked the baby in the manger with the ox and the ass. They did not care at all for the crucifix. They 
expressed the view that crucifixion was cruel, and not even the cruel Moors went in for it. Livingstone 
was not sure that they fully understood that crucifixion was not being recommended by the Gospels 
(TPGB, pp. 86-87). 

 

According to Bhabha’s“colonial hybridity,” technological advances and “the creation of a print 
technology [are] calculated to produce a visual effect” (p. 118), so that the natives may “lessen their 
dependence on their own religious and cultural traditions” (p. 118). By using the magic lantern 
shows, Livingstone was part of what the American anthropologist Nicholas Dirks has labelled “the 
cultural technologies of domination” (Ponzanesi, 200b, p. 166), or the soft power of colonialism 
because of his role in a “combination of religious teaching, massive involvement in colonial 
education, and relative autonomy from the practice of colonial control”, which gave him, as a 
missionary, “a special position at the juncture of colonial technologies of domination and self-
control” (Pels, 1997, p. 172). In spite of his “perseverance” (TPGB, p. 87), Livingstone finds that 
“teaching the heathen was not an easy task” (p. 87). Therefore, Drabble describes him as an 
“unpersuasive and unsuccessful missionary” (p. 86), suggesting what Bhabha(1994) terms “the 
paranoia” and blindness of power (p. 100).  
 

Drabble’s narrator declares that missionary work comes to an end, but the “missionary 
motive dies hard” (TPGB, p. 156). Eleanor, who works for a worldwide charity organization, thinks 
that the “missionary work has been taken over by NGOs, most of them secular” (p. 149), which is 
viewed by some as“a form of neo-colonialism” (p. 167). Like the missionary, “nongovernmental 
groups develop soft power of their own” that “may reinforce,” according to Nye (2004), “official 
foreign policy goals,” or neo-colonialist ambitions (p. 17). Therefore, Eleanor sees their “impact on 
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the client populations” as “negligible. And maybe, yes, I agree, maybe even malign” (TPGB, p. 167). 
Like Eleanor, many people do not trust the NGOs, as Nye (2004) indicates. Some call them “the 
world's other superpower” because some of them possess soft and hard power and are as strong as 
governments (pp. 94, 90).The novel shows one of the techniques used by NGOs to get funded from 
the rich. Eleanor and Jess attend a fundraising at Wibletts:“we stand there begging for alms, begging 
for money from the rich, although some of us who do this are rich enough ourselves, but we have 
nothing better to do than beg” (TPGB, p. 166). However, they start to hate this process because most 
of the rich people are giving the money to show off and some of their free gifts do not help ending 
poverty: 

 

Jess and I agree that we have come to hate fund-raising professionals and fund-raising techniques. 
They are disgraceful and distasteful. The cold-calling, the faked handwriting on appeal letters, the 
celebrity endorsements, the celebrity auctions, the television bonanzas, the vanity of pop stars, the 
ridiculous little free gifts designed to induce guilt and misery. The biros, the free Christmas cards, the 
stick-on personalised address labels, the small unwanted devalued devaluing coins (p. 167). 

 

Like the missionary workers in the novel who died on foreign lands, some of Eleanor’s 
volunteers “have come to bad ends and died on the job” (TPGB, p. 149), therefore, she says: 

 

Sometimes I think we should leave other countries to perish. My optimism has perished. When I hear 
rock stars and pop stars allegedly raising funds for Africa, I want to scream and tear my hair and weep 
(p. 149). 

 

Eleanor is obviously concerned about the volunteers’ lives, but she is also expressing beliefs held by 
colonialists and missionary workers, who maintain that, without their help, power and domination, 
the “Third World” countries would perish. It is probably because “there are missionaries in [her] 
ancestry a long way back” (p. 149). Jess thinks that Eleanor’s lineage “affected [her] motivation” (p. 
149) though she, herself, does not think so. 
 

Although the novel does not explicitly condemn racism as a kind of soft violence, it surely 
shows a post-colonial indignation about all kinds of colonial exploitation and domination.  
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Conclusion 

As a conclusion, I find Bourdieu’s theory of soft violence to be relevant to the novel because 
of the lack of physical violence in the novel. However, there are certainlimitations in applying this 
theory to sophisticated prose fiction like The Pure Gold Babyas far as gender is concerned.In spite of 
these limitations, soft violence is shown to be practised in the novel by the author, the narrator, the 
protagonist, the educational and religious institutions, as well as through the class structure. It seems 
that one cannot escape being a victim of soft violence through family or friends or institutions and so 
on. This kind of violence is not easily perceived. It takes Jess a while to realise that she was a victim of 
some sort of violence. Jess herself, becomes the perpetrator of soft violence, though unconsciously. In 
spite of that, she remains a victim of the soft violence of the narrator’s anthropological gaze and the 
author’s anthropological approach. In fact, we are invited by the narrator and the author to be part of 
that gaze, but we also fall victims to both of them because we are left with no choice but to accept 
what they want us to believe. Although we cast doubt on what they are telling us about the 
protagonist and the other characters, we cannot argue with them: “They couldn’t argue with me. I 
had the wheels” (TPGB, p. 269), Drabble’s narrator says. They take us on a journey that starts in 
Africa near the Anna-like non-violent low IQ children by the shining lake. Then we are taken to North 
London to see the changes in people and places over the decades. Then we are taken back into Africa 
where we are told to see a different Africa from that of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, though we visit 
the burial place of the heart of Dr Livingstone, a reminder of Africa that was dark and violent for both 
the colonizers and the natives. We are taken in the novel to a place “where all seems fore-ordained 
and fore-suffered, and yet all is unfinished and unknown” (p. 63). It is an anthropological journey 
that sees reality as multi-layered and multi-mediated, imitating the complex relationship with 
actuality we have in reality. But is the novel itself a liberal form of Conradian fear of the African 
Other? Drabble’s ambiguities and complexities seem to capture a historical moment of indecision 
over power, identity and human nature. The Pure Gold Baby could be said to be perpetuating as well 
as critiquing the mechanisms of soft violence. It is an invitation by Drabble to consider questions 
about social political and gender dynamics. 
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